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Motivation
One of the most basic assumptions of modern investment practice is that equity indices often used as
benchmarks (or passive portfolios) are inherently well diversified.

This assumption arising from several early research papers addressing “How many stocks does it take to make a
diversified portfolio?”
The answers varied widely from ten in Evans and Archer (Journal of Finance, 1968) up to around
forty Statman (Journal of Finance and Quantitative Analysis, 1987).

However, these papers all use different definitions of what constitutes a “well diversified”
portfolio in a single asset class context
• Is my portfolio sufficiently like the market (low idiosyncratic risk)?

In the context of a multi-asset class portfolio, we may well ask if broad equity diversification is simply a myth?
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A Historical Perspective on Diversification
Believe me, no: I thank my fortune for it.
My ventures are not in one bottom trusted,
Nor to one place, nor is my whole estate
Upon the fortune of this present year:
Therefore my merchandise makes me not sad.

For those of you who remember your
Shakespeare, things didn’t work out to
well in the end for the Merchant.
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Introduction
This is presentation will introduce a proprietary measure of diversification that captures
the correlation among securities in a portfolio which is more appropriate in a multi-asset
class portfolio.
We believe this new measure is more aligned with what investors
interpret the word “diversified” to mean

Our new measure is expressed as the number N (e.g. 20) of equally
weighted positions that would be a comparably diversified portfolio,
assuming each security had the average level of volatility of all
members of the index, and all securities are uncorrelated.

Empirical examples will illustrate that due to capitalization weighting and correlation across
securities many popular indices that contain hundreds or even thousands of securities are
far less diversified than investors presume.
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Diversification as the Number of Uncorrelated Positions
• The “Index of Diversification” is just

N = (σm / σp)2
N = the number of equal weight portfolio positions for equivalent diversification if
securities were uncorrelated and all are average volatility
σm = the average absolute volatility of securities in the portfolio
σp = the absolute volatility of the portfolio
We have previously introduced this measure as an input to determine breadth of a
strategy as per Grinold (1992) as the number of “independent” bets.
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A Really, Really, Big
Difference

Let’s do a quick example of the US top 1000 with the
Northfield Fundamental Model as of January 31, 1989

Forecast volatility of the capitalization weighted
US top 1000 = 19.01
• Forecast volatility of the equal weight US top 1000 = 20.84
• Average forecast volatility of stocks in the US top = 38.97
• Forecast volatility for N = 1000 = 1.23
• N = 4.2

Since the cap weighted and equal weighted risk values
are close, we can conclude that the vast majority of
absolute risk is being driven by the high correlation
across securities or put another way, the lack of
diversification.
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A Look at Today
Same analysis for May 31, 2022
• Forecast volatility of the cap weight US top 1000 = 20.99
• Forecast volatility of the equal weighted US top = 20.34
• Average forecast volatility of stocks in the US top = 40.80
• N = 4.07
• Forecast volatility for N = 1000 = 1.29

How about in expected variance terms?
• Cap Weight in variance = 20.342 = 440.58
• Equal Weight in variance = 20.992 = 413.76
• Average variance of individual stocks = 40.802 = 1664.64
• Forecast variance for N = 1000 = 1.292 = 1.664

Over 99% of expected variance arises from covariance not variance.
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How about a Global Equity Index
Same analysis for May 31, 2022 but with top 1000 stocks globally by market cap
• Forecast volatility of the cap weight Global 1000 = 17.78
• Forecast volatility of the equal weighted Global 1000 = 16.54
• Average forecast volatility of stocks in the Global = 39.80
• N = 5.01
• Forecast volatility for N = 1000 = 1.26

In variance units
• Cap Weight in variance = 17.782 = 316.13
• Equal Weight in variance = 16.542= 273.57
• Average variance of individual stocks = 39.802 = 1558.04
• Forecast variance for N = 1000 = 1.262 = 1.56

Over 99% of expected variance still arises from covariance not variance but this
would vary with the base currency of the investor
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Let’s Prove Our Result with Optimization
We will use optimization to form a “maximum diversification” portfolio
• Defined by Choueifaty and Cognard (2008)
• We will minimize average correlation across securities by having levels of very low risk
tolerance to factor risk and high tolerance to idiosyncratic risk.
• Minimizing all factor exposure minimizes correlation across securities

Using the US top 1000 as of 5/31/2022 (initial cap weighted)
• Volatility = 20.99, Variance = 440.58
• 99.7% factor variance, Beta to Northfield US universe, 1.10
• Number of positions = 1000
Optimized for Maximum Diversification
• Volatility = 15.81, Variance = 249.85
• 57% factor, 43% specific, Beta to Northfield Universe, .44
• Number of positions = 10 (8 are ADRs)
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Estimation Error in Portfolio Construction
Numerous papers (e.g. Chopra and Ziemba, 1993) on estimation error in portfolio
construction have argued that estimation errors in returns dominate, with errors
in volatility estimates of second importance and correlation in third place.

Our results suggest that while individual pairwise correlations may not matter very
much, estimation error in the average value of pairwise correlation greatly
dominates estimation error in the volatility of individual securities.

This provides strong evidence that factor models will always provide better
portfolio level risk estimates as compared to historical observation.
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Estimating Average Correlation Across Securities
Every security covariance
matrix whether historical or
forecast can be approximated
by a factor model.
Once we have the equivalent
full covariance matrix, we can
divide through by the relevant
volatilities to give the implied
correlation matrix.
See diBartolomeo (1998) for
details, Optimization with
Composite Assets Using
Implied Covariance Matrices
(northinfo.com)

• Since an “equal sign” works in both directions, this
implies that any factor model output can be converted
back to the equivalent full covariance matrix.

• We can obviously take the average of the off-diagonal
elements of the correlation matrix.

• The required algebra is trivial for a one factor model
(i.e. CAPM)
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An Alternative Approach To Average Correlation
An alternative method for estimating average
correlation based on observing cross-sectional
dispersion of security returns is provided in Solnik
and Roulet (2000).
Other implications of cross-sectional dispersion in
diBartolomeo (2006), Volatility, Variety and the
Active Manager (northinfo.com), published version
(2007) in Satchell and Knight.
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Implications for Assessment of Tail Risk
It is widely assumed in financial models that asset returns
are normally distributed, but individual security
returns have “fat tails” (e.g. T-5)
• See diBartolomeo (2007, Professional Investor)
and Fat Tails, Liquidity Limits and IID
Assumptions (northinfo.com) (2008)
The Central Limit Theorem requires that if we have enough
independent distributions, the sum of those
distributions will be a normal distribution
• The T distribution becomes indistinguishable
from normal for N > 40
Today’s result suggests that even for broad equity indices,
the high average correlation means that the number
of independent security return distributions is small
(e.g. 5) so we should be evaluating tail risk for equity
indices using a T distribution, not an assumption of
normality.
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Conclusions
The assumption that equity indices are “well diversified” is highly suspect. If we define
“diversified” as “like the overall market” any broad equity index will be obviously like itself.

However, if investors understand well diversified to mean that absolute return risks arise from
uncorrelated causes and events, then the level of diversification provided by equity indices is no
better than a handful of individual stocks specifically chosen to have low correlation.

This concept is easily represented by defining a diversification index in terms of an equivalent
number of equal weighted, equal risk, uncorrelated positions.

The “number of equivalent positions” measure can be usefully employed in various ways
including describing diversification and the “breadth” of active strategies.
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